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Who is it for?

Whether you are a small, medium, or big fashion retailer, if you 

would like to improve usability and increase conversions of your 

fashion e-commerce website, this study is for you. Here you will find 

best usability and interface practices we identified during the 

research of the UK fashion niche, as well as UX/UI solutions that will 

help optimize user experience in your mono- or multi-brand store.

Why we did it?

Turum-burum has 12 years’ experience in UX/UI and CRO, with a 

profound expertise in the fashion niche. 


We have long noted that UX/UI design patterns differ depending on 

the store type, so we decided to conduct a research and 

summarize our observations. 

https://turumburum.com/


Why we chose UK?

The UK has always been a mover and shaker in the world of fashion e-commerce, and it is 

not just a mere statement. In 2021, online sales of clothing, footwear, handbags, and 

accessories accounted for almost a third of the country’s total e-commerce revenue, 

which is over 40 billion U.S. dollars.  

The bar chart presents retail e-commerce 

revenue by segment in the United Kingdom 

from 2017 to the present day, with a forecast 

till 2025. E-sales of fashion items yearly 

constitute the strongest segment of the 

revenue. 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/477116/e-commerce-revenue-in-the-united-kingdom-fashion-by-segments/


How we did it?

The first stage of the research involved the analysis of 50 multi- and mono-brand UK 

fashion websites of different sizes. For the second phase we selected the top 10 UK 

fashion online stores according to Statista and completed the list with 10 random 

mono-brand stores with the traffic of 30 000 – 1 000 000 visitors per month.


 


Our experts tested various user scripts to reproduce user journey on different sites. As 

a result, we identified 5 design patterns, specific for each store type (multi- and 

mono-brand), that help optimize conversions.


 


In the conclusion you will also find a comparative table showing the differences 

between multi- and mono-brand online stores in terms of UX/UI solutions. 



Multi-brands



Pattern 1, Navigation: Narrowing the focus

Multi-brand online stores are often overloaded with categories and 

departments, so it is a good idea to let the users structure products and 

personalize their choices by offering an option of narrowing the focus to 

some general category first. A possibility to choose a gender or a 

department right away can simplify user navigation and reduce the 

number of products displayed. 

Pros:

Z Users can select a gender before getting to the content of the site, 

which lets them see more personalized offers and relevant productsH

Z Further selection from the product list is simplified (one less filter)H

Z More subcategories can be displayed in the menu, which also makes 

the search for a specific item easier.



In the ASOS online store, the user can 

select the gender right away, thus 

accelerating further product search.

Shein offers both gender+kids subdivision 

and product categories (Beauty, Home) 

to choose from.

https://www.asos.com
https://www.shein.co.uk


Turum-burum example

We applied a similar solution for the optimization of conversion for Intertop: 


By introducing Men/Women/Kids categories to choose from, we managed to increase 

the conversion by 55% in the first year and by 10.5% more in the following one.

https://turumburum.com/cases/intertop/
https://turumburum.com/cases/intertop/


Pattern 2, Smart Search

Based on high-frequency queries, Smart Search helps users find the products they need 

faster.  


Since in multi-brand stores the number of goods and variability of user queries are rather 

high, search bars are usually full-sized and have a text field.

Pros:

M Smart Search can save and prompt query history, which helps users quickly get back 

to the flow of the previous session:

M The option of switching a gender or picking a category is often available:

M Smart Search can include some popular parameters for a certain search query – for 

example, a product type or a brand:

M If the query is specific enough, Smart Search can also suggest particular items.



In The Outnet online store, search is opened in a 

separate overlay, which helps the user focus. There 

is an option of switching the gender to narrow 

down the query, the results being offered by 

different criteria –– product categories/types.

On the Marks & Spencer website, search 

includes query history and offers gender-

specific subcategories.

https://www.theoutnet.com/en-ua/shop/mens/
http://www.marksandspencer.com


Turum-burum example

Smart Search implemented for Symbol led to a 76% conversion increase.

https://turumburum.com/cases/symbol/


https://www.lyst.com/shop/coats/ 

On the Lyst and Next websites the most popular filter 

subcategories are displayed in the upper part of the screen.


https://www.lyst.com/shop/coats/


Filters and sorting on the Next webiste

https://www.next.co.uk/shop/gender-women-productaffiliation-footwear/category-shoes-heel-flat#1_0


Pattern 4, Quick “Buy Now” Button

Another common practice in multi-brand store design is placing a 

quick “Buy Now” button on the product list page. This lets users add 

products to the shopping cart immediately, without additional 

transactions and clicks. 

Pros:

T The user can select the preferred size or color of the item>

T The product can be added to the shopping cart directly from the 

product list>

T The user can have a closer look at the product image and 

characteristics without navigation to the product page.



With the help of a quick “Buy Now” button, the 

product size can be selected right on the 

product list pages of the Shein and Hanon 

websites. 

https://www.hanon-shop.com/ 


Shein also offers an option of consulting the 

size guide and zooming the product images:

https://www.shein.co.uk/

https://www.hanon-shop.com/ 

https://www.shein.co.uk/


Turum-burum example

We applied a similar solution for the GG store.


https://ggonline.kz/

https://ggonline.kz/


Pattern 5, Customer reviews

Customer reviews help users greatly in making a decision about the 

purchase, especially in multi-brand stores. 

Pros:

O Items on the product list can be sorted by the average rating5

O Reviews often include pictures made by customers, so the users can 

see what the products look like in real life5

O Users can compare the information from the size chart with customer 

feedback on sizes. 




Reviews help to understand if the product 

actually looks like its picture on the website, 

whether the quality of the material corresponds 

to the description, and if the indicated sizes are 

true-to-life.

www.shein.co.uk

Asos also offers a convenient overall customer 

rating based on fit and quality parameters.

https://www.asos.com/ 

http://www.shein.co.uk
https://www.asos.com/ 


Mono-brands



Pattern 1, Filters and sorting

In mono-brand online stores, filters and sorting are normally placed horizontally at the top 

of the product list page. Thus, the users get fast access to filters, and the whole lower 

part of the screen is given to product cards, which helps show products in a favorable 

light and focus the user’s attention on them.

Pros:

; Users are sure not to miss the filtersA

; Horizontal filters stay fixed during scrolling, letting the user get quick access to them 

whenever necessaryA

; A screen without sidebars allows placing bigger product photos that can be more 

attractive to the user, show details better and create a proper first impression of the 

brand.




Filters are most often grouped in the 

upper part of the screen in order to make 

an accent on the products placed lower:

https://www.selectfashion.co.uk/
clothing/best-sellers

https://rixo.co.uk/collections/accessories

https://www.selectfashion.co.uk/clothing/best-sellers
https://www.selectfashion.co.uk/clothing/best-sellers
https://rixo.co.uk/collections/accessories


Turum-burum example

We applied a similar layout for Solh. 


https://solh.ua/en/bryuki/ 

https://turumburum.com/cases/solh/
https://solh.ua/en/bryuki/


Pattern 2, Search

In mono-brand online stores, search is most often represented not by a 

search bar, but by a little search icon. This solution is justified by a 

smaller number of products and easier navigation (as opposed to 

multi-brand online stores). Mono-brand store users usually know what 

they want and find the product they need by viewing product lists and 

using filters. Since the search is used less, it doesn’t have to be so 

accentuated. 

Pros:

G Interface is simpler, there are fewer distracting elements:

G Less effort is needed to develop the search function:

G Users are more engaged during the browsing of website pages.



https://www.stoneisland.com/

Stone Island and Nobody’s Child use little search 

icons instead of full-sized bars with text fields. 

https://www.nobodyschild.com/

https://www.stoneisland.com/
https://www.nobodyschild.com/


Turum-burum example

After the audit we performed for the British fashion brand Sunuva, 

their search also looks minimalistic.


https://www.sunuva.com/ 

https://turumburum.com/cases/sunuva/
https://www.sunuva.com/


Pattern 3, Shopping cart

Shopping cart is implemented not as a separate page, but 

as a sidebar popup. Thus, the user can view the cart content 

without leaving the product page and complete the 

purchase faster. 

Pros:

H The number of funnel steps is reduced, hence the 

increase of the conversion rate1

H Exit rate is decreased1

H It is easier to compare products.



Stone Island and Nobody’s Child use a sidebar popup to make the user path one step 

shorter, with a quick transition to checkout:

https://www.stoneisland.com/ https://www.nobodyschild.com/ 

https://www.stoneisland.com/ 
https://www.nobodyschild.com/ 




Pattern 4, Looks and emotions

Product photos usually feature models wearing them and convey 

emotions corresponding to the brand style and concept.  This helps the 

user perceive the brand image and mood. 

Pros:

L Products look more attractive and realisticJ

L Users get a better understanding where to wear and how to combine 

the productsJ

L Fashion items are usually purchased by people willing to express 

themselves, so they often shop for total looks rather than individual 

items.




Examples of emotional messages 

conveyed by models on the product 

cards of Nobody’s Child and The Couture 

Club:

https://www.nobodyschild.com/ 

https://www.thecoutureclub.com/ 

Turum-burum example


We explored and applied the principles of 

conveying emotions through product 

photos in the Juliette case.


https://www.nobodyschild.com/ 
https://www.thecoutureclub.com/ 
https://turumburum.com/cases/juliette/


Pattern 5, Shop by collection/occasion

Apart from categorizing the products by their type, mono-brand online 

stores often add occasion- and collection-subdivisions. This lets users 

search for products according to different criteria, even if they don’t 

know exactly what type of goods they need.

Pros:

V Users get additional ways to search for the products they need?

V It is easier to choose among the items that serve the same purpose?

V Users can create looks and combine products from one collection?

V This approach works well for user inspiration. 




On the example of the Rixo, 

Select and Stone Island online 

stores you can see how shopping 

by collection, occasion or trend 

can be designed:

https://rixo.co.uk/ 

https://rixo.co.uk/ 


https://www.selectfashion.co.uk/ 

https://www.selectfashion.co.uk/ 


https://www.stoneisland.com/gb

https://www.stoneisland.com/gb


Conclusion

The patterns specific for the multi- and mono-brand online stores are mostly stipulated 

by the structural and functional characteristics of these two website types. If multi-brand 

stores are big marketplaces, “houses of brands”, where more thorough search and careful 

selection are required, mono-brand retailers resemble little designer boutiques promoting 

their brand image and offering looks and product combinations to the users.


 


This entails differences in such UX/UI design features as menu categories, product list 

layouts, search solutions, position of “Buy Now” buttons, shopping cart interface.




For ease of comparison, please see the table below:

Multi-brand Multi-brand Mono-brand

Navigation Practical use first (gender/

department/general category)

Practical use + individualization/


self-expression(gender/

department/general category + 

collection/occasion/creating a 

look)

Filters and sorting Filters are usually placed in the 

sidebar, with only frequently used 

ones and sorting displayed above 

the product list

Filters and sorting are most often 

placed horizontally at the top of 

the product list

Full-sized search bar with a text 

field; Smart Search

Little, non-accentuated search 

icon

Search



Multi-brand Mono-brand

“Buy Now” Button Quick “Buy Now” button on the 

product list page


Regular “Buy Now” button on the 

product page


Shopping cart Normally on a separate page
 Can be on a separate page, but is 

often designed as a sidebar popup

Implementation of the above-described patterns and features, along with the 

differentiation of the tasks and solutions specific for multi- and mono-brand online stores, 

is sure to help you create a successful fashion e-commerce website.




Let’s do a heuristic analysis of your project now

As a result, you will get 5-7 hypotheses with screenshots of the mistakes that


are crucial for conversion and detailed recommendations.
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